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ABSTRACT
TheSubmillimetreCommon-UserBolometerArray(SCUBA)Half-DegreeExtragalacticSur-
vey (SHADES) is a major new blank-ﬁeld extragalactic submillimetre (submm) survey cur-
rently underway at the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT). Ultimately, SHADES aims
to cover half a square degree at 450 and 850µmt oa4 σ depth of   8mJy at 850µm. Two
ﬁelds are being observed, the Subaru/XMM–Newton Deep Field (SXDF) (02h18m − 05◦) and
the Lockman Hole East (10h52m + 57◦). The survey has three main aims: (i) to investigate the
populationofhigh-redshiftsubmmgalaxiesandthecosmichistoryofmassivedust-enshrouded
star formation activity; (ii) to investigate the clustering properties of submm-selected galax-
ies in order to determine whether these objects could be progenitors of present-day massive
ellipticals; and (iii) to investigate the fraction of submm-selected sources that harbour active
galactic nuclei. To achieve these aims requires that the submm data be combined with co-
spatial information spanning the radio-to-X-ray frequency range. Accordingly, SHADES has
been designed to beneﬁt from ultra-deep radio imaging obtained with the Very Large Array
(VLA), deep mid-infrared observations from the Spitzer Space Telescope, submm mapping
by the Balloon-borne Large Aperture Submillimetre Telescope (BLAST), deep near-infrared
imaging with the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, deep optical imaging with the Subaru
Telescope and deep X-ray observations with the XMM–Newton observatory. It is expected that
the resulting extensive multiwavelength data set will provide complete photometric redshift
information accurate to δz <
∼ 0.5a swell as detailed spectral energy distributions for the vast
majority of the submm-selected sources. In this paper, the ﬁrst of a series on SHADES, we
present an overview of the motivation for the survey, describe the SHADES survey strategy,
provideadetaileddescriptionoftheprimarydata-analysispipelineanddemonstratethesuperi-
ority of our adopted matched-ﬁlter source-extraction technique over, for example, Emerson-II
style methods. We also report on the progress of the survey. As of 2004 February, 720arcmin2
had been mapped with SCUBA (about 40 per cent of the anticipated ﬁnal total area) to a
median1σ depthof2.2mJyperbeamat850µm(25mJyperbeamat450µm),andthesource-
extractionroutinesgiveasourcedensityof650±50sourcesdeg−2 >3σ at850µm.Although
uncorrectedforEddingtonbias,thissourcedensityismorethansufﬁcientforprovidingenough
sources to answer the science goals of SHADES, once half a square degree is observed. A
reﬁned reanalysis of the original 8-mJy survey Lockman hole data was carried out in order
to evaluate the new data-reduction pipeline. Of the 17 most secure sources in the original
sample, 12 have been reconﬁrmed, including 10 of the 11 for which radio identiﬁcations were
previously secured.
Keyw ords: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: starburst – cosmology:
observations – infrared: galaxies – submillimetre.
1 INTRODUCTION
Theories of galaxy formation and evolution, embedded within hi-
erarchical structure-formation models, can describe many of the
observed features of galaxies (Cole et al. 2000; Granato et al. 2000;
Hatton et al. 2003). While local galaxies can in some cases still pro-
vide constraints on the high-redshift populations (Panter, Heavens
& Jimenez 2003; Heavens et al. 2004), the bulk of the constraints
on models of galaxy evolution come either from the integral con-
straint from the far-infrared background (e.g. Dwek et al. 1998;
Gispert, Lagache & Puget 2000, and references therein), or directly
fromhigh-redshiftgalaxysurveys(e.g.Steideletal.1999),themost
ground-breakingofwhichweretheCanada–FranceRedshiftSurvey
(Lillyetal.1995)andHubbleDeepField North(HDF-N)(Williams
et al. 1996).
Such optical surveys have led to a great deal of progress in un-
derstanding the assembly of stellar populations, and hierarchical
galaxy-formation models are in increasingly good agreement with
many (but not all) of these observations (e.g. Guiderdoni et al.
1998; Blain 1999; Kauffmann et al. 1999; van Kampen, Jimenez &
Peacock1999;Coleetal.2000;Somerville,Primack&Faber2001).
However, the discovery of a substantial population of faint sub-
millimetre (submm) galaxies (Smail, Ivison & Blain 1997; Barger
et al. 1998; Hughes et al. 1998) has posed serious problems for
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 SHADES survey design 565
the current generation of galaxy-formation models based on hier-
archical structure growth. Models of the optical/ultraviolet (UV)
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of the galaxy population in
the HDF-N (Thompson, Weymann & Storrie-Lombardi 2001) pre-
dict only submilliJansky/µJy-level 850-µm ﬂux densities, but the
submm point sources in the HDF-N ﬁeld have 850-µm ﬂux den-
sities of several mJy (Hughes et al. 1998; Borys et al. 2003;
Serjeant et al. 2003a). This shows that there is a population of star-
forming galaxies that are heavily obscured by dust and have much
higher infrared luminosities than would be inferred from the opti-
cal/UV observations alone. If these galaxies are at high redshifts
(as current data imply), and if their emission is powered by star
formation with a standard solar neighbourhood initial mass func-
tion (IMF), then their observed 850-µm ﬂux densities of several
mJy imply star formation rates ∼1000M  yr−1. Moreover, the far-
infrared(FIR)luminositydensityimpliedbythesubmmgalaxypop-
ulation suggests that these infrared-luminous galaxies contributed
several tens of per cent of the volume-averaged star formation den-
sity at z   2 (e.g. Smail et al. 1997; Barger, Cowie & Sanders
1999).
One attractive interpretation of the submm galaxy population is
thattheseviolentlystar-forminggalaxiesareprogenitorsofpresent-
daymassiveellipticals(Hughesetal.1998;Scottetal.2002).There
are four main pieces of evidence in support of this (e.g. Dunlop
2002). First, the star formation rates inferred from the submm ﬂux
densities are sufﬁcient to construct the stellar population of even
the most-massive elliptical galaxy in ∼1Gyr; secondly, the K-band
morphologies of submm-selected galaxies resemble those of ra-
dio galaxies, which locally are hosted in giant ellipticals (e.g. Lutz
et al. 2001); thirdly, the comoving number density of bright submm
sources in the redshift interval z   2–3 is comparable with the
present-day number density of bright >2–3 L  ellipticals (Scott
et al. 2002); and fourthly, tentative detections of clustering sug-
gest that the submm galaxies trace the collapse of rare, high den-
sity overdensities at high redshift (Almaini et al. 2003; Greve et al.
2004; Blain et al. 2004b). Furthermore, the high dynamical masses
suggested by CO observations imply massive systems, and the gas
masses implied by the CO luminosities suggest extensive star for-
mation (Genzel et al. 2003); also, the dynamical gas and stellar
masses estimated in the rest-frame optical/UV for these galaxies
indicate that they are both massive and gas-rich and already con-
tainsigniﬁcantstellarpopulation(Smailetal.2004;Swinbanketal.
2004).
A complication to this interpretation is that theory suggests a
less-direct relation between local galaxies and their high-redshift
antecedents. Cold dark matter (CDM) simulations inevitably pre-
dict that massive galaxies today are assembled hierarchically from
a large number of smaller fragments that existed at high redshift.
Conversely, the majority of the rare early collapsing objects at
z   2–3 should be found inside massive galaxies at the present
(Baugh et al. 1998). If this is true, then it suggests a more detailed
set of questions that new, larger submm surveys should attempt
to settle: (i) what fraction of present-day massive ellipticals have
merged with at least one Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer
Array (SCUBA) galaxy? (ii) what fraction of SCUBA galaxies will
end-up in a present-day massive elliptical? and (iii) if the answer
to the second question is close to 100 per cent, how close are the
SCUBAgalaxiestotheendofthemergerprocess?Thereareclaims
(Belletal.2004)thatthetotalmassofstarsinellipticalshasroughly
doubledsinceredshiftz =1.Ifthisincreaseappliestothemostlumi-
nous ellipticals, this would mean that most present ellipticals were
only in the earliest phases of assembly at z = 2–3. There is thus
some uncertainty over whether a given SCUBA galaxy represents
a late phase in the construction of an elliptical, or an early phase
in the assembly of its nucleus. Uncertainties in the true star forma-
tion rate and the possible lifetime of the starburst contribute to this
uncertainty, which can only be addressed statistically by looking at
the population as a whole.
Detailedmodelsofthehierarchicalassemblyofgalaxiesbasedon
standard prescriptions for gas cooling, star formation and feedback,
ingeneral,donotpredictlargenumbersofSCUBAgalaxieswithstar
formationrates∼1000M  yr−1.However,Baughetal.(2005)have
shown that the observed number counts and redshift distributions
of the submm sources can be reproduced in CDM models if the star
formation in these objects is occurring with a top-heavy IMF (e.g.
Larson 1998), implying that the same submm ﬂux can be produced
with star formation rates ∼5 times lower than for a Salpeter IMF.
An alternative model that can explain the submm galaxies within
the framework of CDM is that of Granato et al. (2004), who pro-
posemodiﬁcationstothetreatmentsofgascoolingandfeedback,as
opposed to modiﬁcations to the IMF. Finally, the treatment of viri-
alization and the survival of subhaloes in the model of van Kampen
etal.(1999)producesstarformationhistories,whichallowformuch
higher star formation rates at early times (especially in bursts), and
therefore predicts sufﬁcient number of submm galaxies at high red-
shifts (van Kampen 2003). The SCUBA Half-Degree Extragalactic
Survey (SHADES) will provide the means to distinguish between
these and other alternatives (van Kampen et al. 2005).
Of course, the radical possibility that the hierarchical ortho-
doxy may be ﬂawed in some way is worth keeping open, in or-
der that the standard theory can be properly veriﬁed. Furthermore,
even the interpretation of all SCUBA sources as dusty starbursts
could still be subject to future revision. Although the majority of
the bright submm sources have secure extragalactic identiﬁcations,
and in many cases redshifts, it remains possible (albeit increas-
ingly unlikely) that a fraction of submm objects could be Galactic
in origin (Sciama 2000; Lawrence 2001). Even accepting that the
sources are extragalactic, the starburst model is not unchallenged:
Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson (2003) and Kaviani, Haehnelt &
Kauffmann(2003)havesuccessfullymodelledtheemissionofsome
submm sources as extended cirrus in galaxies heated by the in-
terstellar radiation ﬁeld. This is possible partly because the far-
infrared colour temperatures are not well constrained with exist-
ing data. This interpretation is supported by observational evidence
from Farrah et al. (2004), using submm detections of a galaxy at
z   0.5 that hosts a Type Ia supernova. The rest-frame optical lumi-
nosities and colours of submm galaxies require such cirrus galaxies
to be more heavily extinguished than their local counterparts – Efs-
tathiou & Rowan-Robinson ﬁnd a best-ﬁtting extinction coefﬁcient
of AV   1–3 for the high-redshift galaxies as opposed to AV   0.4–
0.9forthelocalgalaxiesintheirsample.Suchaninterpretationmay
be testable using high-resolution observations with the Plateau de
Bure Interfermometer, and will be conclusively answered using the
Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) with a spatial resolution
of 0.1arcsec.
At present, the determination of the redshift distribution and
clustering of the submm galaxy population offers the best avail-
able method to constrain the properties of the overdensities hosting
bright submm galaxies, and hence to differentiate between alterna-
tive models of galaxy evolution (van Kampen et al. 2005). To this
end, the SHADES (http://www.roe.ac.uk/ifa/shades/) consortium is
mapping 0.5deg2 with the SCUBA at the James Clerk Maxwell
Telescope(JCMT)onMaunaKea,Hawaii.SHADESexpectstopro-
duce a complete sample of ∼300 bright submm sources at 850µm.
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 566 A. M. J. Mortier et al.
The survey is being carried out in ﬁelds with abundant supporting
multiwavelength data (see Section 3.1 for full details).
Inthispaper,theﬁrstinaseriesofpapersonSHADES,wepresent
anoverviewofthemotivationforthesurvey,discusstheadoptedob-
serving strategy and describe the operation of, and ﬁrst results from
the primary SHADES data-reduction pipeline. However, we stress
that three additional and independent reductions of the SHADES
data are currently underway within the consortium, and that we aim
to take advantage of these multiple reductions to maximize the ro-
bustnessoftheﬁnal850-µmsourcelist.Thesealternativereductions
and the outcome of cross-referencing the resulting maps and source
lists will be presented elsewhere. The current paper is structured as
follows.Section2describestheaimsoftheSHADESsurveyinmore
detail and Sections 3 and 4 present the data acquisition and anal-
ysis methods being used. Section 5 outlines the source-extraction
methods under development for this large survey; in Section 6, we
presenttheprogressofthesurveysofarandSection7concludesthe
paper. Throughout, we assume a cosmology with  M = 0.3,    =
0.7 and a Hubble constant of H 0 = 72kms−1 Mpc−1.
2M O TIVATION FOR THE SURVEY
2.1 Background: the problem of cross-identiﬁcations
The faint optical/near-infrared identiﬁcations of submm galax-
ies (e.g. Lilly et al. 1999; Barger, Cowie & Richards 2000;
Clements et al. 2004; Ivison et al. 2002; Smail et al. 2002; Serjeant
et al. 2003a,b; Webb et al. 2003; Borys et al. 2004; Dunlop et al.
2004; Wang, Cowie & Barger 2004) and the broad (∼10–15arcsec)
beams of the largest current submm/millimetre-wave telescopes
together present difﬁculties for the unambiguous identiﬁcation of
submm galaxies (Hughes et al. 1998).
However,extensivelong-termeffortstowardsidentiﬁcationmade
in the radio (e.g. Ivison et al. 2004), supported in some cases by
millimetre-waveinterferometry(e.g.Downesetal.1999;Gearetal.
2000;Lutzetal.2001),haveproducedradioidentiﬁcationsfor∼50–
70 per cent of the brighter submm sources. These radio detections
have been successfully exploited to derive accurate (i.e. subarc-
sec) positions for submm galaxies, thus facilitating further spectro-
scopic study. As a result, spectroscopic redshifts for approximately
90 radio-detected submm sources have been published to date (Ivi-
son et al. 1998, 2000; Chapman et al. 2003, 2005).
The spectroscopic follow-up is of course biased against those
sources at redshifts where no spectral features fall within the spec-
troscopic range, most notably 1.2 < z < 1.7, and may also exclude
the highest-redshift objects (due to the less favourable K-correction
in the radio waveband compared to the submm for redshifts z  3).
Togethertheseeffectsresultinmoderateincompletenessintheﬁnal
redshift surveys (Chapman et al. 2005) even if all identiﬁcations are
robust.
Recently, rapid detections of SCUBA galaxies have been made
with the Spitzer Space Telescope in integrations of only ∼10 min
(Charmandaris et al. 2004; Egami et al. 2004; Frayer et al. 2004;
Ivison et al. 2004; Serjeant et al. 2004). This small sample of iden-
tiﬁcations in conjunction with the abundant Spitzer coverage of our
ﬁelds shows the potential for identiﬁcation and follow-up of the
submm sources.
Despite the radio and the Spitzer data, some sources may re-
main unidentiﬁed. Lack of a robust radio or mid-infrared inden-
tiﬁcation could have ﬁve origins: (i) the submm source could be
spurious; (ii) the source could be severely ﬂux boosted (Edding-
ton 1913, see Section 6.2); (iii) the radio/far-infrared (IR) emis-
sion could be signiﬁcantly more extended than the Very Large
Array (VLA)-synthesized beam; (iv) the characteristic dust tem-
peratures could be low; or (v) the source could be at very high
redshift.
Nevertheless, armed with lower-resolution observations with the
VLA along with the low-resolution submm imaging to be pro-
videdbytheBalloon-borneLargeApertureSubmillimetreTelescope
(BLAST) (Hughes et al. 2002, see Section 3.1) and mid-infrared
imaging from the Spitzer Wide-Area Infrared Extragalactic Legacy
Survey (SWIRE) (Lonsdale et al. 2003, 2004, see Section 3.1), we
anticipate being able to distinguish between these ﬁve alternatives
for most of the apparently unidentiﬁed sources.
The large positional uncertainty of the SCUBA sources may also
lead to unreliable identiﬁcations. A measure of this is the cross-
identiﬁcation limit, which we deﬁne to be one random source per
10 search areas. At this surface density, the likelihood of a spuri-
ous identiﬁcation is given by p  1 − exp−N(>S)πr2
  0.1, where r
is 7arcsec (the half width at half-maximum of the JCMT beam at
850µm) and N(>S)i sthe cumulative source counts of other ob-
jectsintheidentiﬁcationcataloguewithﬂuxesgreaterthanS.Forthe
Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) 3.6- and 4.5-µm bands, the
resulting cross-identiﬁcation limits are 58 and 60µJy, respectively,
well above the SWIRE sensitivity and confusion limits (shown in
Table 1). For the IRAC 5.8- and 8.0-µm and Spitzer Multiband
Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS) 24-µm bands, the cross-
identiﬁcation limits are 48, 44 and 120µJy, similar to the SWIRE
sensitivitiesbutstillwellabovetheconfusionlimit(Fazioetal.2004;
Marleau et al. 2004). The 70- and 160-µm cross-identiﬁcation lim-
its of 0.93 and 9.1mJy are well below the confusion and SWIRE
sensitivity levels (Dole et al. 2004). This highlights the need for
careful analyses to identify the SHADES galaxies at wavelengths
shorter than 24µm. Our abundant multiwavelength coverage, es-
pecially optical and near-infrared, can be used to ﬁnd objects by
looking at outliers in colour space (e.g. Smail et al. 2002; Webb
et al. 2003; Pope et al. 2005).
To illustrate the potential power of the multifrequency/
multifacility approach adopted for SHADES, we have investigated
the properties of four template galaxies, whose SEDs have been
normalizedtotheSHADESsurveydepthof8mJyat850µm,asthe
assumedredshiftisvaried.Table1showstheﬂuxdensitiesexpected
from our four template galaxies. Note the similarity of the SWIRE
limits to the Arp 220 model SED ﬂux densities and also to the depth
required for reliable identiﬁcations. Fig. 1 shows the four example
model SEDs as the assumed redshift is varied from z = 0t oz =
4. The key points illustrated by these models can be summarized as
follows.
(i) The Arp 220 SED with the SHADES normalization shows
that BLAST detections of Arp 220-like SEDs should be possible
to z   2–3 and that detections at 3.6 and 4.5µmi nconjunction
with non-detections at 5.8, 8 and 24µm can be used to differentiate
Arp220-likeSEDsfromotherforms.Therelativenumbercountsof
Huangetal.(2004)showthathigherwavelengthdrop-outsdooccur;
Le Floc’h et al. (2004) using preliminary Spitzer MIPS (24µm)
results suggest that the SEDs of high-redshift (z  1) sources in the
Lockman Hole East and the Extended Groth Strip are well ﬁtted by
an Arp 220-like model.
(ii) M82isanotherprototypicalstar-forminggalaxyandgalaxies
withM82-likeSEDsshouldbevisibleatBLASTdepthsouttoz  3
and Spitzer SWIRE depths out to z   4 using the IRAC (3.6–8µm)
wavebands.
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 SHADES survey design 567
Table 1. Comparison of the Spitzer survey ﬂux-density limits with galaxy populations normalized to the SHADES depth of 8mJy at 850µm.
Also listed are the effective cross-identiﬁcation limits (as described in the text).
Wavelength 3.6µm 4.5µm 5.8µm 8.0µm2 4 µm7 0 µm 160µm
SWIRE 5σ in 500sa 3.7µJy 5.3µJy 48µJy 37.7µJy 106µJy 6mJya 50mJya
Sconf
b 1.5µJyd 1.5µJyd 8.3µJyd 5.4µJyd 88µJye 5.3mJyf 48mJyf
N src
c 1.7d 1.4d 0.84d 0.81d 0.13e 0.009f 0.003f
ARP 220 z = 2  22µJy 23µJy 26µJy 17µJy 0.21mJy 3.7mJy 62mJy
ARP 220 z = 4  3.5µJy 5.2µJy 6.1µJy 6.9µJy 6.0µJy 0.17mJy 4.3mJy
NGC 1068 z = 2  9.6µJy 22µJy 55µJy 0.16mJy 3.3mJy 16mJy 32mJy
NGC 1068 z = 3  2.6µJy 3.9µJy 10µJy 32µJy 0.86mJy 5.4mJy 12mJy
M82 z = 2  74µJy 0.11mJy 0.15mJy 0.11mJy 1.4mJy 9.6mJy 58mJy
M82 z = 4  4.2µJy 10µJy 19µJy 36µJy 38µJy 1.1mJy 5.3mJy
HR10 z = 2  71µJy 0.12mJy 0.15mJy 0.11mJy 0.36mJy 6.6mJy 44mJy
HR10 z = 4  2.4µJy 6.6µJy 19µJy 39µJy 20µJy 0.28mJy 5.0mJy
aSWIRE limits from Lonsdale et al. (2004). The SWIRE team is currently reassessing the observing strategy due to the degraded MIPS sensitiv-
ities. The values shown here for 70- and 160-µm sensitivities are pre-ﬂight estimates only. bConfusion limit from observed source counts, of one
sourceper40SCUBAbeams(7-arcsecradiuscircle). cNumberofobservedsourcesperSCUBA850-µmbeam(7-arcsecradiuscircle)greaterthan
theSWIRElimit. dNumbercountsfromFazioetal.(2004). eNumbercountsfromMarleauetal.(2004). fNumbercountsfromDoleetal.(2004).
Figure 1. Model spectral energy distribution (SED) plots of template galaxies with survey sensitivities overplotted. Filled circles: SWIRE sensitivities 500s,
5σ (Lonsdale et al. 2004). Open triangles: the pre-ﬂight Spitzer sensitivities for 70 and 160µm are shown whilst the SWIRE team reassesses its observing
strategy due to the degraded MIPS sensitivities, although currently these are expected to be two to three times worse. Filled triangles: the pre-ﬂight BLAST
confusion limit estimates [derived from Rowan-Robinson (2001)] of 25mJy; the sensitivity estimates (Hughes et al. 2002) are in the range 15–25mJy. Filled
diamonds: SHADES survey sensitivities of 8mJy at 850µm and 75mJy at 450µm. Models have been normalized to the SHADES survey depth of 8mJy at
850µm. Top left-hand panel: Arp 220 – a highly obscured local starburst galaxy [note: it is also a ULIRG Elbaz et al. (2002)]. Top right-hand panel: NGC1068
–atypical Seyfert galaxy (Efstathiou, Hough & Young 1995). Bottom left-hand panel: M82 – an irregular dusty star-forming galaxy (Efstathiou et al. 2000).
Bottomright-handpanel:HR10–ahigh-redshiftandextremely-redgalaxy(Takagi,Hanami&Arimoto2004).Bolometric(3–1000µmrestframe)luminosities
for each model, as normalized, are shown in the legends.
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(iii) TheSEDofHR10,ahigh-redshiftandextremelyredgalaxy,
iswellmatchedouttoredshiftsofz  2–3withBLASTandz  3–4
at shorter wavelengths. HR10 would be deﬁned as an ultraluminous
infrared galaxy (ULIRG) by its infrared luminosity.
(iv) The SED of NGC 1068, dominated by an AGN-heated dusty
torus, is discussed in more depth in Section 2.2.3
Thesemodelsillustratethatthemid-infraredandfar-infraredﬂux-
density limits for the coverage of the SHADES ﬁelds will detect
submm galaxies to redshifts z  4, comparable to that from the
deepest radio integrations. We can conﬁrm these expectations us-
ing the properties of existing SCUBA galaxies, which have been
detected at 24µm (Egami et al. 2004; Frayer et al. 2004). These
have been found to have 24-µm ﬂux densities ranging from 80 to
2800µJy, although the median ﬂux is 230µJy and half of the de-
tections lie in the range 160–370µJy. Such measurements compare
favourably with the anticipated SWIRE 5σ survey limit of 105µJy
at 24µm (Lonsdale et al. 2004). The deeper Spitzer Guaranteed
Time Observations (GTO) data may also detect many of the submm
galaxies at other wavelengths.
2.2 SHADES science goals
2.2.1 Measurement of the cosmic history of massive
dust-enshrouded star formation activity
Ak ey constraint in the phenomenology of galaxy formation is the
cosmic history of dust-enshrouded star formation, observed via the
evolution of far-infrared luminosity density. The ﬂat submm selec-
tion function is well known to give submm galaxy surveys an infor-
mative constraint on the far-infrared luminosity density throughout
most of the Hubble Volume (e.g. Franceschini et al. 1991; Blain
& Longair 1996). Spectroscopic redshifts or photometric redshift
estimates are clearly essential to constrain the evolving far-infrared
luminosity density, but the identiﬁcations have proved challenging
(see above). Moreover, even when secure identiﬁcations are avail-
able, the optical or near-infrared spectroscopic follow-up observa-
tions are time-consuming, typically requiring >2hof integration
on each target with 8–10m class telescopes, and are not guaranteed
of success (e.g. Chapman et al. 2003; Simpson et al 2004).
However, even in the absence of an optical or near-infrared iden-
tiﬁcation, photometric redshifts can still be derived on the basis of
long-wavelength(i.e.radiotofar-infrared)photometry.Thesimplest
of these methods uses a single colour ratio between observations at
850µmand1.4GHz(Carilli&Yun1999;Dunne,Clements&Eales
2000; Rengarajan & Takeuchi 2001) to discriminate between low-
and high-z star-forming galaxies. This method applied to a sam-
ple of 30 sources (Ivison et al. 2002) produces estimated redshifts
accurate to δz   0.4–1.5.
Despite the dust temperature–redshift degeneracy present in far-
infrared (FIR) sources (Blain 1999; Blain, Barnard & Chapman
2003), extension of this method to include multiple colour informa-
tion in the radio to submm bands allows the derivation of photo-
metric redshifts with accuracies of δz   0.5 or better (Hughes et al.
2002; Yun & Carilli 2002; Aretxaga et al. 2003; Wiklind 2003;
Aretxaga, Hughes & Dunlop 2005), even taking into account the
full range of dust properties present in the local galaxy analogues.
The most recent comparison of photometric and spectroscopic red-
shifts for blank-ﬁeld submm sources yields a dispersion of δz ∼
0.3 when three or more long-wavelength detections are available
(Aretxagaetal.2005).Uncertaintiesduetothetemperature–redshift
degeneracies could be further reduced by performing spectroscopic
calibration upon a representative subset of the sample (Blain et al.
2004a).
For those sources for which near-infrared or mid-infrared iden-
tiﬁcations are secured, a complementary (and in principle indepen-
dent) method of estimating redshifts is to use the Spitzer Space
Telescope and corresponding ground-based near-infrared observa-
tions to identify the position of the redshifted 1.6-µm peak of
the near-infrared stellar continuum using the IRAC 3–8µm bands
(Simpson & Eisenhardt 1999; Sawicki 2002). This method gives
an indication of which objects lie at redshift z  1.5 and obtains
redshift estimates accurate to δz ∼ 0.5 at z  1.5 independent of
the BLAST and VLA measurements. Where optical photometry is
available, the photometric redshift is more accurate still (Pope et al.
2005).
Given the need to break the sample into a few redshift bins, while
maintaining statistically useful numbers in each bin, we require of
the order of 100 sources in total in order for the N(z) histograms
to be able to differentiate between available models (van Kampen
et al. 2005). The combined multiwavelength data are expected to
yield a redshift resolution of better than δz   0.5 for 300 galaxies,
using spectroscopically calibrated photometric redshifts (Aretxaga
et al. 2005).
2.2.2 Determination of whether SCUBA galaxies are progenitors
of present-day massive elliptical galaxies
The high inferred star formation rates of submm galaxies, while
consistentwithexpectationsforprotoellipticals,neverthelessdonot
provide unambiguous evidence that they are progenitors of massive
elliptical galaxies. This is both because the duration of the starburst
is unknown and because the derived star formation rate is sensitive
to the assumed temperature and IMF of the mass distribution (Lar-
son 1998; Baugh et al. 2005). In contrast, the clustering of bright
SCUBAsourcesonscalesofupto∼10Mpcoffersapotentiallyvery
powerfulconstraintonthenatureofthesubmmpopulation(Percival
etal.2003),givenevenarelativelybroad(δz  0.5)constraintonthe
estimated redshifts of individual sources (van Kampen et al. 2005).
AsdiscussedinvanKampenetal.(2005),tosamplethesubmmpop-
ulationoversuchscalesrequiresadegree-scalesurvey(1◦ is29Mpc
at z = 2i nour adopted cosmology). Therefore, the desire to probe
scalesapproaching10Mpcprovidesoneoftheprimarymotivations
for the eventual areal coverage goal of SHADES (i.e. half a square
degree).
Previous blank-sky surveys carried out with SCUBA have iden-
tiﬁed a total of ∼100 sources in disparate areas on the sky. These
survey ﬁelds include the HDF (Hughes et al. 1998; Borys et al.
2003; Serjeant et al. 2003a; Borys et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004),
the Hawaii deep-ﬁeld regions (Barger et al. 1998, 1999), the Lock-
man Hole East and the Elais N2 region in the 8-mJy survey (Fox
et al. 2002; Scott et al. 2002), the Spitzer northern continuous view-
ing zone (Sawicki & Webb 2005) and the Canada–France Redshift
Survey (CFRS) ﬁelds by the Canada–United Kingdom Deep Sub-
millimeter Survey (CUDSS) (Eales et al. 1999). However, the re-
sultingcompositeexisting‘sample’ofsubmmsourcesspansawide
range in intrinsic luminosity and is distributed between many small
ﬁelds imaged to varying depths. As a result, it has proved impossi-
ble to derive unambiguous constraints from the apparent clustering
strength of these sources (Scott et al. 2002; Borys et al. 2003).
By providing a complete and homogeneous sample of the most
luminous submm sources in two wide-area ﬁelds, SHADES aims
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to provide the ﬁrst robust constraints of the clustering properties of
the submm galaxy population.
2.2.3 Determination of the fraction of SCUBA sources that
harbour obscured active galactic nuclei
The Spitzer 3.6–160µm data from the SWIRE and GTO surveys
(Lonsdale et al. 2003, 2004; Egami et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004)
sample the SEDs in the rest-frame near-infrared and mid-infrared.
Thelatterissensitivetothepresenceofactivegalacticnuclei(AGN)
dusttori,makingtheSpitzer datakeytodeterminingtheAGNbolo-
metric fraction in these high-infrared luminosity galaxies (e.g. Al-
maini, Lawrence & Boyle 1999; Efstathiou, Rowan-Robinson &
Siebenmorgen 2000; Farrah et al. 2002). Most torus models show
warm colour temperatures, which therefore would not contribute
signiﬁcantly to the submm ﬂux.
X-ray visible AGN and submm sources are only rarely coin-
cident in shallow X-ray observations (Bautz et al. 2000; Fabian
et al. 2000; Almaini et al. 2003; Waskett et al. 2003) and yet
seem to trace similar structures on arcminute scales in the Elais
N2 ﬁeld (Almaini et al. 2003). Possibly, these two populations
represent different and relatively short-lived phases in the forma-
tion of massive objects at high redshift. The majority of SCUBA
sources may contain a massive and active black hole that is too
heavily obscured to be detected with the current X-ray surveys.
Such Compton-thick objects may be associated with the formation
of super-massive black holes. Some X-ray objects have been found
to have a submm source associated with them (e.g. Barger et al.
2001) and Alexander et al. (2003, 2005) suggest that even those
submm galaxies without an X-ray counterpart could contain low-
luminosityAGN.However,asAlexanderetal.pointout,thesubmm
emissioninthesegalaxieswouldbedominatedbystarformationand
not the AGN, so any estimate of star formation rates would not be
affected.
The NGC 1068 SED in Fig. 1, normalized to the SHADES
sensitivity, demonstrates that hyperluminous AGN dust tori in the
SHADES survey, with the AGN dominating even the submm ﬂux,
should be detectable in the Spitzer 24–160µm and BLAST 250–
500µm bands at redshifts of up to z = 2. In this extreme limiting
case, the SED is dominated by the dust torus with little contribution
from circumnuclear star formation. Ivison et al. (2004) and Egami
et al. (2004) have already shown that Spitzer 24-µm photometry is
efﬁcient at demonstrating the presence of AGN in cases where the
AGN makes a much smaller bolometric contribution, compared to
that of the star formation; this AGN detection is particularly effec-
tive when combined with photometry in the IRAC bands (Ivison
et al. 2004).
3D ATAA CQUISITION
3.1 The survey ﬁelds
The half square degree to be covered by SHADES is split be-
tween two survey ﬁelds – the Lockman Hole East (ﬁeld centre ap-
proximately10h52m28s +57◦22 20  )andtheSubaru/XMM–Newton
Deep Field (SXDF) (02h18m00s − 05◦00 00  ). The ﬁelds were
chosen for their low Galactic cirrus (100-µm surface brightness
∼1 MJysr−1) and beneﬁt from abundant cospatial multiwavelength
data. The declination of the source ﬁelds and their spread in right
ascension (RA) make these ﬁelds observable for the majority of
the year using the JCMT as well as being accessible to BLAST,
Spitzer, the VLA, UKIRT, Subaru, Keck and Gemini Telescopes.
The decision to include an equatorial ﬁeld was partly driven by
the desire to provide a submm source catalogue accessible to
ALMA.
Observations in the Lockman Hole East are being extended
around the 151 arcmin2 observed as part of the SCUBA 8-mJy
survey (Scott et al. 2002). The direction and shape of this extension
are driven primarily by the existence of ultra-deep VLA imaging at
1.4GHz.
The speciﬁc choice of the SXDF as the equatorial ﬁeld was mo-
tivated by the existence of deep XMM–Newton imaging, associated
deep VLA observations at 1.4GHz and existing deep multicolour
optical imaging obtained with the Subaru Telescope.
The near-infrared (J, H, K) imaging for both ﬁelds will be
provided by the new UK Infrared Telescope Wide Field Camera
(UKIRT WFCAM) instrument as part of the United Kingdom In-
frared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS). Speciﬁcally, the Ultra Deep
Survey (UDS) component of UKIDSS will cover 0.77deg2 to K
  23 in the SXDF, while the Deep Extragalactic Survey (DXS) in
UKIDSS will map the SHADES Lockman ﬁeld to K   21.
FurthermultiwavelengthcoveragecomesfromBLAST(500,350
and 250µm) surveys in our ﬁelds and two Spitzer surveys – the
SWIRE Legacy Survey (Lonsdale et al. 2003, 2004) and the GTO
data (Egami et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004). The BLAST survey is
expected to be confusion limited at all wavelengths, corresponding
toa5σ ﬂuxdensityattheconfusionlimitofapproximately25mJyin
all three bands (derived from Rowan-Robinson 2001). The SWIRE
survey ﬂux density limits are shown in the ﬁrst row of Table 1.
Various pointed follow-ups are also underway including using the
Submillimetre High Angular Resolution Camera II (SHARC-II) at
the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO).
The BLAST 500-µm data are expected to be deeper than the
SCUBA 450-µm data because the SCUBA observations are de-
liberately restricted to be conducted in only grade 2–3 weather
(τ 225 GHz   0.05–0.10; this restriction was adopted to allow other,
smaller programmes on the JCMT to best exploit the rare, grade-1
conditions).Becausethe450-µmSCUBAdatawillbeofonlymod-
erate quality, we expect few sources to be detected in the 450-µm
maps. Therefore, in this paper, we focus primarily on the 850-µm
data.
3.2 SCUBA technical information
SCUBAiscomposedoftwoarraysofbolometersthatviewthesame
region of sky simultaneously, a long wave array of 37 bolome-
ters used at 850µm and a short wave array of 91 detectors used
at 450µm. The pixels are arranged in a hexagonal pattern with the
feedhornsclose-packed.Thebolometerperformanceimproveswith
decreasing temperature, so SCUBA has a helium cooling system to
improve detector sensitivity. Thermal noise from the sky and local
surroundings dominates at millimetre wavelengths.
The SHADES survey is conducted in jiggle-mapping mode. The
SCUBA bolometers instantaneously undersample the sky but are
dithered in a 64-point pattern to ensure that, overall, the sky is sam-
pled at the Nyquist frequency or better at both wavelengths. Further
details on SCUBA can be found in Holland et al. (1999).
Both the terrestrial atmosphere and thermal emission from the
telescopecontributetoastrongbackground(∼1Jyarcsec−2)andthe
atmospheric part of this emission varies rapidly. By rapidly chop-
ping the secondary mirror and nodding the entire telescope, these
effects are reduced, leaving a residual atmospheric noise, which is
common mode to and therefore uniform across the whole array of
bolometers.
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Jiggle-maps are coadded to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) allowing measurements of signals that are tens to hundreds
of thousands of times fainter than the background.
3.3 The observing strategy
Thesurveymakesuseofclose-packedhexagonalgeometrytoplace
jiggle-maps in an interleaved positioning scheme. This provides as
uniformanoiselevelacrossthesurveyﬁeldaspracticable,aswellas
ensuring that each sky position is covered by multiple bolometers.
Fig. 2 shows one interleaved ‘tripos’ pattern, illustrating the central
triangular region covered uniformly by the three hatched jiggle-
maps.
The tripos system of three overlapping maps is observed for each
of the six different chop-throw and chop position angle (PA) com-
binations. This is a signiﬁcant departure from the previous survey
strategymostsimilartoSHADESthatadoptedforthe8-mJysurvey
(Fox et al. 2002; Scott et al. 2002). We speciﬁcally chose the six
chop throws motivated by the Emerson-II chop-throw methodology
(Emerson1995),thatis,chopthrowsof30,44and68arcsecatposi-
tion angles (PAs) of zero and 90◦ in right ascension/declination co-
ordinates.Thischoiceofchop-throwandPAensuresthatnoFourier
mode larger than the beam and smaller than the largest chop-throw
is lost entirely. The source extraction from these multiple chop-
throwmapsisdiscussedbelow(Section5).Byobservingeachofthe
chop-throw/PA combination maps at different airmasses, the noise
levels in each tripos should ensure an even coverage. Thus, one
chop-throw/chop PA combination will always be observed within a
particular airmass range; while it would be possible to balance the
airmasses evenly over the chops in order to avoid correlating the
chop strategy with airmass, our adopted strategy makes observing
decisions easy enough to maintain a low error rate. In addition, the
jiggle-maps at each tripos position are observed in a priority order,
which keeps the survey area approximately circular at any time,
in order to minimize the perimeter area, which will have lower
S/N.
Figure 2. The ‘tripos’ positioning scheme. Individual jiggle-maps (2.6-
arcmin diameter) are represented as large hatched circles; only three of
these are plotted for clarity, but the centres of the others are marked with
small open circles. This pattern of overlapping jiggle maps, in conjunction
withobservingdifferentchop-throw/PAcombinationsatdifferentairmasses,
provides an approximately uniform coverage over the map. These three
hatched jiggle maps, with centres marked by ﬁlled circles, comprise one
‘tripos’. Only these three positions contribute to the data within the triple-
hatched triangle formed by the ﬁlled circles. Any other triangular region
is covered by its own combination of three jiggle-maps. The jiggle-map
positions shown by the open circles are observed sequentially in a spiral
manner from the centre of the map outwards; the resulting roughly circular
areal coverage minimizes the perimeter, which has lower coverage and so
lower S/N than the rest of the survey.
IntheSXDF,theobservingstrategyhasbeentoextendtheregion
from the centre of the ﬁeld in a spiral manner. The area of Lock-
man Hole East already covered by the 8-mJy survey has not been
repeated, since the noise level of this area is already at the required
depth. Therefore, as discussed above, the new SCUBA data have
beenextendedaroundtheexisting8-mJyLockmanHoleEastdata.
4 THE DATA-REDUCTION PROCESS
We discuss here the Interactive Data Language (IDL) reduction
pipeline developed for SHADES from the original 8-mJy survey
reduction process (Scott et al. 2002; Serjeant et al. 2003a). This
process ﬂat-ﬁelds the data, combines the data from the individual
chops and nods and corrects for the effect of the atmosphere us-
ing an extinction correction routine. The pipeline also corrects for
noisy bolometers and fast transient spikes in the data, for example,
cosmic rays (see below). In order to extract spatial information, the
jiggle-map data can be regridded on to rectangular coordinates. The
improvements and variations on the 8-mJy survey pipeline made
for the SHADES data are listed below; for further details of this
reduction method see e.g. Serjeant et al. (2003a).
4.1 Extinction corrections
Sky absorption caused by water vapour in the atmosphere was pre-
viously removed from the data using smoothed CSO sky-dip mea-
surements extrapolated to 850 and 450µm [using the conversion
relations given by Archibald et al. (2002)] or by SCUBA sky-dip
measurements when insufﬁcient CSO data were available. CSO
tau sky monitors take sky-dip readings at 225GHz every 10 min.
SCUBA sky-dips have the beneﬁt of being at the observation wave-
length, but are taken at a different time to the observations. The
new pipeline preferentially uses the water vapour radiometer data
(WVM; Wiedner et al. 2001), available since 2000 July, which are
taken at the same time and azimuth as the observation at a fre-
quencyof183GHzevery6s.TheseWVMdatahavebeenconverted
into 225-GHz values, allowing for the elevation corrections, by
Weferling (private communication). The WVM data are smoothed
over1 8s–atime-scale similar to that of the nod – and applied to
the data. We have undertaken a comparison of the WVM, SCUBA
sky-dip and CSO sky-dip data, and ﬁnd that they agree to within
10 per cent when converted to 225-GHz opacity. This corresponds
to derived ﬂux-density uncertainties of a few per cent. The sky ex-
tinction correction from the WVM has the advantage of being able
toreliablyﬁtvariations,whichoccuroverthecourseofasinglemap
as well as over the course of the night. It is therefore used for all
nights where the necessary data are available.
4.2 Bolometer and sky-noise analysis
In what follows, we refer to a single measurement (i.e. the average
ofeightchopcyclessubtractedbetweenthetwonodpositions)from
a single bolometer as a ‘readout’. Each readout represents approxi-
mately 2s of integration time.
The noise in our data varies with time and between bolometers.
As the noise was found to vary signiﬁcantly on time-scales signiﬁ-
cantly longer that ∼100 readouts, we decided to measure the noise
in 128-readout groups for each bolometer. This is achieved by ﬁt-
tingaGaussiantothehistogramofreadoutsofa128-readoutgroup.
Outliersinthesereadoutdistributionsatthe>3σ levelareﬂaggedas
glitches. This ﬁlters out cosmic rays. Instrument systematics should
be removed by the nodding technique. We ﬁnd, nevertheless, that
C   2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2005 RAS, MNRAS 363, 563–580
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Figure 3. The spike in the power spectrum of the bolometer readouts. The left-hand column of plots shows the power spectrum of a typical (in this case the
central) bolometer, before (top) and after (bottom) sky subtraction. The right-hand column of plots shows the same for a bolometer affected by the power spike,
showing clearly the spike at a period of roughly 16 samples (at the dotted line) and the fact that the power spike itself has not changed.
there is still residual sky emission in the data, caused by the sky-
level varying on time-scales less than that of the nod. This level is
difﬁculttocharacterize,butappearstobecommontoallbolometers
in the array, taking into consideration the noise level of individual
bolometers.Theaverageintheformofthemodeofthedataisfound
by ﬁtting a Gaussian to the data from all bolometers for each of the
long/short wavelength bolometer groups for each time-step. The
DC-offset over the long/short array is then removed for each time-
step. Sky levels are evaluated independently at each wavelength so
that two ﬂux readings can be taken at different wavelengths from
the data. Higher-order terms of the sky level are not removed in this
method as they have been found not to be signiﬁcant.
A signiﬁcant difference from the 8-mJy survey is the presence of
a spike in the power spectrum of some of the bolometers at a period
of roughly 16 samples, for dates from the end of 2002 onwards as
seen in Fig. 3 (Borys et al. 2004; Webb et al. 2004). Tests have
shown that this effect is only signiﬁcant for our data between 2002
December and 2003 June. This effect presents difﬁculties for the
sky-noise removal programme because the frequency is the same as
that of the jiggle pattern itself. It has the effect of skewing the distri-
bution of the sky noise, so that it is not correct to remove the same
DC sky level for both the bolometers with the noise spike and those
without. Where a signiﬁcant number (greater than 10) of bolome-
ters are affected in each map, the bolometers with and without the
noisespikearetreatedasindividualdatasetsforthesky-subtraction
analysis.Theprocessofbolometer-noisemeasurementandskysub-
traction is then iterated.
In the method described in this paper, we have not attempted to
removethenoisespike,buthavesimplychosentoisolatetheaffected
bolometers in our sky-subtraction. Therefore, we do not knowingly
allowthepresenceofthespiketodistortthesky-subtractionprocess.
As a result our assigned noise levels may not be optimal, although
sources lost to the higher noise regions should be accounted for
statistically using completeness simulations. An alternative noise-
spiketreatment,whichseekstoremovethenoisespikefromthedata
time-stream, has been applied to the SHADES data, and the results
are almost identical.
Implicitly these algorithms assume the S/No fpoint sources to
be negligible in the bolometer readouts, which can readily be seen
to be the case given the thousands of readouts that contribute to
the 3–10σ sources in submm surveys. However, this is not true
for calibrators, so for these the noise measurement and deglitching
stages are replaced by assigning a noise value that consists of an
arbitrary-magnitude noise equivalent ﬂux-density (NEFD) value,
which scales as the square root of the total integration time on each
position on the sky (Archibald et al. 2002).
4.3 Flux calibration
Calibration maps of Mars, Uranus and secondary objects (the com-
pact non-variable sources 16293−2422, CRL2688, CRL618, HL
Tau and the variable sources IRC+10216 and OH231.8) have been
used to calculate the ﬂux conversion factors (FCF) for each night
(Jenness et al. 2000). The calibration maps are taken with the same
chop throws as the observations, and give information on the gain
of the telescope as it changes throughout the night in response to
dishtemperatureandenvironmentaleffects.TheFCFisparticularly
variable at times around sunrise/sunset. Therefore, calibration ob-
servations at all three chop-throws and positions are taken at the
start and end of each observing block, around sunrise/sunset. Extra,
single chop-throw observations are also made when many hours of
observations have been taken without calibrating.
A source-extraction routine identical to that used in the ﬁnal
source-extraction analysis is used to ﬁnd the integrated voltage
reading of the calibration source, and this is compared to stan-
dard ﬂux values, including adjustments for the known variability
of IRC+10216 and OH231.8 (Jenness et al. 2002) to calculate the
FCF. This gives an FCF representing JyV−1 for the total ﬂux of a
pointsource(seeSection5.1).Thiscalibrationfactorcorrespondsto
the typical notation of Jy per beam. Calibration factors can have an
error of up to 10 per cent because of variation with time and mea-
surement of the sources’ integrated ﬂux. The typical variation in
FCF across any SHADES shift is approximately 5 per cent, though
this is larger when data are taken around sunrise or sunset, or when
observing is extended into daylight hours. The FCF data are time-
interpolated over the night, as opposed to using the mean value for
each half of the night, as was done for the 8-mJy survey.
Some FCFs do not follow the trend of the data for the rest of the
night. The most common reason for this is because the calibrator is
extended.Marsbehavedasanon-pointsourceobjectduetoitsrecent
proximity to the Earth and IRC+10216 has a CO/dust envelope
of at least 1 arcmin in extent. These observations were not used
to calculate the night’s FCFs. Approximately 10 per cent of our
calibration maps are affected in this way. When abnormal FCFs
C   2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2005 RAS, MNRAS 363, 563–580
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occur, the calibration changes throughout the night are tested using
thepointingobservationsofthesecondarycalibratorsnamedabove.
Where there are no usable calibration values or no agreement be-
tween the pointing observations and calibration observations, stan-
dard calibration values are used. Standard calibration values were
evaluated using our own sample of calibrator and pointing maps,
reduced in IDL. These standard FCFs are approximately 20 per cent
lower than the JCMT standards using a SCUBA User Reduction
Facility (SURF) reduction, due to the differences in the method used
to rebin the data. This systematic difference demonstrates the im-
portance of treating the calibrators in the same way as the sources.
One test of these FCFs is to compare the ﬂux densities evaluated
forsourceswith,forexample,theﬂuxdensitiescalculatedusingthe
8-mJy survey-reduction method; the ﬂux densities were found not
to be systematically affected. Tests were also carried out on the cal-
ibration observations to investigate the effect of a noise-weighted
source-extraction as opposed to replacing the NEFD with a ﬁxed
arbitrary value. The differences were much less than the calibration
factor errors for the respective wavelengths (∼1 per cent at 850µm
and ∼10 per cent at 450µm).
4.4 Pointing corrections
Telescope pointing observations are taken at intervals during the
evening to correct for the positioning of the telescope on a source
withrespecttoitspointingmodel.Whilsttheseoffsetsareuseddur-
ing data acquisition, drifts between pointing observations cannot
be corrected for at the telescope and so must be applied retroac-
tively.Onceapplied,the SCUBA2MEMprogram(Jenness&Lightfoot
1998) takes them into account when exporting the positions of
each bolometer in the time-series for further processing by the IDL
pipeline. Due to the recent announcement of an error in the tracking
model at the JCMT, which has affected data taken between 2000
August and 2003 April (Tilanus 2004), we are making pointing cor-
rections to the maps currently reduced. The errors are in azimuth,
but are elevation dependent. 35 per cent of the maps covered in this
paper were taken during the affected period. However, the median
absolute error of these when combining the offset between a point-
ing observation and its science observation is 0.53arcsec, with only
15 per cent of the affected maps having an offset of >1.5arcsec,
which is of a similar level to the usual rms pointing error of
1.3arcsecineachcoordinate.Themaximumerrorofanyonemapis
5arcsec and less than 0.5 per cent of our total maps have a tracking
error of >3arcsec.
4.5 Making zero-footprint maps
The ﬁnal images are produced using an optimal noise-weighted
drizzling algorithm (Fruchter & Hook 2002) with a pixel size of
1arcsec2. This is the same method as that employed in the SCUBA
8-mJy survey (Scott et al. 2002) and HDF-N (Borys et al. 2003;
Serjeant et al. 2003a) data reductions. Both output signal and noise
maps were created, the signal in any single pixel being given by the
noise-weighted average of the bolometer readouts for which this is
the closest pixel. Unlike a standard shift-and-add technique, which
takes the ﬂux-density in each detector pixel and places it into the
ﬁnal map over an area equivalent to one detector pixel projected on
the sky, drizzling takes the ﬂux density and places it into a smaller
area in the ﬁnal map. Although this signiﬁcantly reduces the S/N
in each pixel, this approach helps preserve information on small
angular scales, provided that there are enough observations to ﬁll in
the resulting gaps. The area in the coadded map receiving the ﬂux
from one detector pixel is termed the footprint. Our method is an
extremeexampleofdrizzlinginwhichthefootprintisselectedtobe
as small as is practicable given the pointing errors involved (termed
the ‘zero-footprint’), effectively placing delta functions of ﬂux into
boxes 1 arcsec2. This also allows us to represent each bolometer’s
view of the sky as an independent measurement, that is, there is no
pixel-to-pixel cross-talk. The spatial variation in the sensitivity of
the data is taken into account during source-extraction rather than
at this map-making stage. For the SHADES data, separate zero-
footprint maps are made for each chop-throw and PA.
A possible problem with this methodology is that it is lossy com-
pression: by coadding the data, individual pixels are combined to-
getherandinformationaboutthedistributionofﬂuxreadingsislost.
However, it is possible during the running of the reduction pipeline
to calculate statistics that help evaluate the self-consistency of the
data contributing to each pixel and therefore the reliability of the
sources that are extracted from the map.
5 THE IMAGE-PROCESSING PROCEDURE
5.1 Matched-ﬁlter source-extraction techniques
Convolution of the image with a point spread function (PSF) is the
usual method for source-extraction and is the optimal point source
ﬁlter in the case of uniform noise (von der Heide 1979; Eales et al.
1999, 2000). In the case of non-uniform noise, a method of min-
imization of χ2 of the data with the PSF is used, which can be
expressed as a convolution (for further details see Serjeant et al.
2003a). This method is optimal for point-source sensitivity, but
is not optimal for spatial resolution and assumes that the sources
will not be resolved or confused. These assumptions can hold for
the 450-µm data, but are more difﬁcult for the 850-µm data in
which the beam size is larger and confusion noise is more of a
problem.
Indeed, both by examining the data and through clustering argu-
ments it is clear that some sources are partially blended and some
are confused. For the science goals of SHADES, it is important that
sources fairly close together on the sky can be properly separated,
because otherwise much of the potential power of the ﬁrst radial bin
in the angular correlation function, w(θ), will be lost.
Starting from the simple case of unresolved point sources: gener-
alizingthesource-extractionmethodologyofSerjeantetal.(2003a),
the best-ﬁtting (minimum χ2) point-source ﬂux at any point on the
sky is given by
F =

c ScWc ⊗ Pc 
c Wc ⊗ P2
c
, (1)
where F is the best-ﬁtting ﬂux, c indicates the chop-throw and PA
combination, S is the image signal, W is the reciprocal of image
variance, P is the PSF and ⊗ indicates convolution. The S/N image
is derived using
F
δF
=

c ScWc ⊗ Pc 
c Wc ⊗ P2
c
, (2)
whereδF istheerroronF.Inourcase,Pincludesthepositivebeam
and both negative sidelobes.
SimulationsshowninFigs5and6indicatethatthismultiplechop
source extraction yields similar S/Na tthe peaks as was inserted
into the map at the source positions, while removing the problem of
negative-chop holes coinciding with other sources.
Sources are currently identiﬁed as peaks in the S/N maps, us-
ing a connected pixel approach using the IDL LABEL REGION routine
C   2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2005 RAS, MNRAS 363, 563–580
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Figure 4. A connected pixels approach on point-source-ﬁltered data with
multiple threshold cuts can identify blended sources, which have two sep-
arate peaks. The 4.5σ cut would identify only the left-hand peak, whereas
the 3σ cut would only identify the same. The 3.5σ cut would identify two
peaks.
(http://www.rsinc.com)toﬁndthepeak.Sourceswereidentiﬁedus-
ing multiple S/N threshold cuts between 3.0σ and the peak S/No f
the map. These multiple cuts allow separation of blended sources,
where there are separate peaks. (see Fig. 4).
It can be shown that the method of multiple threshold cuts
can deblend Gaussian sources with equal ﬁxed full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) having minimum separation between peaks of
Figure 5. A simulation of source-extraction using the multi-chop technique. Top left: the input sources as they would appear with no noise or chopping. Top
right:asource-extractedmapusingonlyonechop-throw/PAimage.Thisisthemethodthatwasusedforthe8-mJysurvey,suchthatthesource-extractionroutine
causes a double chop function to be seen. This causes blending of some of the sources with the chop functions of other sources. Bottom left: a source-extracted
map using six chop throw and PA combinations, each with the individual map having
√
6 times the noise used in one chop image. Bottom right: the same
simulated map was used in an Emerson-II deconvolution method to produce a map without signiﬁcant chop residues.
Table 2. The best-ﬁtting parameters for ﬁtting two sources to the area
around Lockman 850.1 and 850.8. The position and ﬂux errors are formal
1σ errors computed from the covariance matrix.
Position Flux (mJy) S/N
10 52 01.31 + 57 24 44.4 5.2 ± 1.1 4.9
10 52 00.33 + 57 24 19.0 9.3 ± 1.2 8.0

−2σ2ln p where FWHM = 2
√
2ln2σ and p = ratio of the indi-
vidual sources’ peak S/N where 0 < p  1. Sources are found with
peaks >3.0σ and we have a maximum S/No f∼8. We would there-
fore consider peaks with separation less than ∼8.33arcsec. This is
comparable to the beamsize of the SCUBA beam and therefore this
should only become a signiﬁcant issue if sources are found with
muchhigherS/N.Forthepurposeofourcompletenessandreliabil-
ity simulations and for our future source count derivations from this
analysis, we only use the method of multiple cuts described above.
Since source counts are not the only science goal, it may be use-
ful to attempt deblending of source pairs, which are closer than the
beamwidth. To that end a more sophisticated source deblending al-
gorithm has been developed, building on that detailed in Scott et al.
(2002). In the Scott et al. technique, the ﬂux densities of all signif-
icant peaks are ﬁtted simultaneously using a maximum-likelihood
C   2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2005 RAS, MNRAS 363, 563–580
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techniqueatthepositionsofthepeaks.Wehaveextendedthistoﬁtto
the spatial position as well as the ﬂux, using the position and ﬂuxes
ofsourcesfromthesource-extractionmethodasastartingpointand
ﬁttingbetweenoneandsixsourcesateachposition.Thisbecomesa
computationally tractable problem when we consider only the pix-
els around the >3σ peaks in the map that would contribute to the
ﬂux at that position.
Adding additional sources to the ﬁts can improve the reduced χ2,
but these new sources may not necessarily represent the underlying
distribution. Distinguishing between two close point sources and
some other extended structure (such as a single extended source)
implicitly involves constraining the quadropole moment of the im-
age, and as Lucy (1992) has shown, the S/N requirements for con-
straining the higher-order multipoles are extremely stringent. Nev-
ertheless, the positions of known sources may be reﬁned using our
multiwavelength data. Such reﬁnement is optimal if one simultane-
ouslyﬁtsalltherelevantmultiwavelengthdata,andthiscanbedone
within our methodology.
As an example of this methodology, we have attempted to de-
convolve Lockman 850.1 and 850.8 using the 850µm maps from
the 8-mJy survey. The reported ﬂuxes of these sources in the 8-mJy
survey are 10.5 and 5.1 ± 1.3mJy, respectively. We performed the
multiple source ﬁtting, and the best ﬁt is given in Table 2, the co-
variance matrix of which shows a weak correlation of ﬂuxes with
positions and between the ﬂuxes of the two sources.
5.2 Emerson-II deconvolution
Analternativemethodtoconstructimagesistousethemultiplechop
strategytorecoverthemodesmissinginanysinglechop,throughthe
Emerson-II deconvolution algorithm (Emerson 1995; Jenness et al.
2000).Thishasbeenshowntobeeffectiveinreproducingsourcesin
datawithtwochopthrowsandonePA,aswastheobservingstrategy
applied to the HDF (Hughes et al. 1998; Serjeant et al. 2003a). This
is not the only possible methodology, but it has the advantage of
having clear precedents in Galactic astronomy (e.g. Johnstone et al.
2000; Pierce-Price et al. 2000).
The difference image produced by the chop process during ob-
servation can be considered a convolution of the sky with the chop
function. Recognizing that a convolution in real space is the same
as multiplication in Fourier space, the Emerson-II algorithm recon-
structs the image by effectively dividing by the chop function in
Fourier space. Using this technique, modes in Fourier space are
lost where the Fourier transform of the chop function is zero, but
these can be ﬁlled in using modes from data taken at other chop
angles. This method has the beneﬁt of using the ﬂux from the neg-
ative chop holes and folding it back on to the source position. The
downside of this for the HDF data is that modes are lost altogether
because the 30 and 45arcsec are in a 2:3 ratio. In contrast, the chop
strategy implemented for SHADES is well suited to this reduction
method because the chop throws are incommensurate and the par-
ticular values of 30, 44 and 68arcsec have been shown previously
to work well with the Emerson-II technique. Fig. 5 shows an ex-
ample of the source-extraction method of the primary pipeline, in
whichanumberofsources,simulatedusingthe8-mJysurveysource
positions and ﬂuxes, have been extracted using the multiple-chop
source-extraction described above. Fig. 5 also shows the alternative
method of reconstructing the image using the Emerson-II algorithm
[the analogous algorithm for SCUBA scan maps is discussed in
Johnstone et al. (2000)]. These two algorithms give superﬁcially
extremely similar reconstructions; this is partly because the mul-
tiple chop throws and PAs distribute the negative sidelobe ﬂuxes
overalarge number of positions. Although the Emerson-II method
may be useful for producing cosmetically clean images, we have
notinvestigatedthepresenceofpossibleartefactsmadebythemap-
making process, and we prefer to use the direct method outlined in
Section 5.1 to ﬁnd sources.
Another approach is to use an iterative reconstruction scheme,
motivated by cosmic microwave background map-making methods
(e.g. Wright, Hinshaw & Bennett 1996) and successfully applied to
SCUBA scan maps by Johnstone et al. (2000). The triple-beam pat-
ternusedinjiggle-mapmodeismoreproblematicforthisapproach,
since each datum is the difference between one map value and the
average of two others. Investigation of the iterative reconstruction
of SHADES maps has been of only limited success (Lepage 2004).
5.3 Comparison of these two methods
To assess the relative merits of these two methods, we compare the
completenessandreliabilityofsourcesfoundusingsimulations(see
Fig. 6). The simulations have two components. First, a single Gaus-
sian chop proﬁle source is added at a random position in the real
zero-footprint chop maps. We then attempt to recover the source
(within 7arcsec of the input position and within a factor of 2 of
ﬂux and S/N > 3.5) and information about the position and ﬂux
of the output source is retained. This gives information about the
completeness and ﬂux boosting. In the second method, a map is en-
tirelysimulatedusingthesourcecountsofScott,Dunlop&Serjeant
(2005), the level of clustering seen in the 8-mJy survey (Scott et al.
2002), and Gaussian random noise is added using the real noise
map as input. Sources are then extracted as described above and the
results used for calculating the reliability of the extracted sources,
whichweheredeﬁneasthenumberof‘real’sourcesfoundasafrac-
tionofthetotalnumberofsourcesfoundbythesource-identiﬁcation
process.
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Figure 6. Left: comparison of the output S/No fthe input sources for the
matched-ﬁlter and Emerson-II deconvolution methods, for the simulations
shown in Fig. 5. The dashed lines show S/N = 3 for each of the meth-
ods, and the line for which the two methods would have equal S/N. Right:
the reliability of sources extracted from the matched-ﬁlter method (ﬁlled
triangles) and Emerson-II deconvolved maps (crosses). This is based only
on the sources in the top-left-hand panel, which is far fewer than the more
extensive simulations in Fig. 8; however, since these are the same sources
being extracted in both matched-ﬁlter and Emerson-II methods, the relative
reliabilities can still be usefully compared. For a ﬁxed S/N, the reliability
appears to be higher for the raw Emerson-II deconvolution, but this is easily
showntobeanartefactofthepoorerS/NofEmerson-IIforaﬁxedinputﬂux
(left). After adjusting for the poorer S/Ni nthe Emerson-II method (open
circles), the reliability is shown to be less for the Emerson-II deconvolved
maps than the matched-ﬁlter method. Thus, for example, a 3.5σ source in
an Emerson-II map is intrinsically brighter than a 3.5σ source in a matched-
ﬁlter map, and it is unremarkable that such brighter sources can be extracted
more reliably; however, an 8-mJy source extracted from an Emerson-II map
hasalowerreliabilitythanan8-mJysourcefromamatched-ﬁlterextraction.
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 SHADES survey design 575
The reliability of the Emerson-II method appears higher for a
given S/N (crosses in Fig. 6) than the matched-ﬁlter method (ﬁlled
triangles), but this is because the S/N for an individual source is
lower in the Emerson-II method. After correcting for this S/N dif-
ference (open circles), it is clear that the matched ﬁlter has a higher
reliabilitythanEmerson-IIforagivensource(i.e.ratherthanagiven
S/N).
6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
6.1 Progress
A total of 1843 individual jiggle-maps, observed over 139 nights
up to 2004 February, have been coadded into zero-footprint maps
covering720arcmin2.Themediannoiselevelinthe850-µmdatais
2.2mJy and that of the 450-µm data is 25mJy. The data were taken
within a range of weather conditions (JCMT grades 2–3) such that
the mean τ 850 = 0.27 ± 0.07 and τ 450 = 1.45 ± 0.44. Ninety-two
per cent of the data have τ 850 in the range 0.20–0.48 and τ 450 in the
range 0.94–2.78.
The areas covered by the survey to 2004 February are shown in
Fig. 7. Note the uniformity of the noise levels within the central
regions of the maps as designed, with the higher-noise regions vis-
ible around the perimeter where further observations are due to be
Figure 7. Noise maps of the (top row) Lockman Hole East and (bottom row) SXDF for data taken up to 2004 February. For the 850-µm data (left column), the
lowest contour level is 0.71mJy with higher contours spaced by 0.71mJy to a maximum level shown in the map of 5mJy. For the 450-µm data (right column),
the lowest contour level is 7.1mJy with higher contours spaced by 7.1mJy to a maximum level in the map of 50mJy. Note the high levels of noise around the
edges of the map, which will be reduced when more observations are taken.
taken. Although the SHADES data are taken only within the ﬁxed
weather conditions outlined above, the data taken at the start for the
SXDF were taken with consistently poorer than average weather
(grade 3), hence the higher noise level at the centre of the SXDF
map. However, the depth is consistent across that area and varies
only by   0.7mJy from the rest of the map. Also note the deep
strip in the Lockman Hole East, taken during the SCUBA 8-mJy
survey.
The source-extraction method can also yield sources near the
edge of the map, which we choose to reject due to insufﬁcient cov-
erage/sampling and/or high noise values. These can be identiﬁed
and removed from the source lists by creating a mask of the integra-
tion time convolved with the beam (which in our case rejects those
regions near the edge of the map with little coverage) and rejection
ofthosesourceswithlargeﬂux-densityerrors(typicallygreaterthan
10mJy at 850µm and greater than 100mJy at 450µm).
Using these criteria, simulations were carried out as described
above in Section 5.3 for the full SHADES interim maps. These
gave completeness, reliability and ﬂux boosting effects as shown in
Fig. 8. The expected completeness and reliability at 3σ, 3.5σ and
4σ are shown in Table 3.
Table 4 gives the number of sources at different signiﬁcance cuts
for each of the SHADES ﬁelds using the source-extraction method
outlined above. In order to estimate the source-detection density,
C   2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2005 RAS, MNRAS 363, 563–580
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Figure 8. Completeness (top), ﬂux boosting (middle) and reliability (bottom) for the Lockman Hole East (left) and SXDF (right).
Table 3. Comparison values of reliability (R), completeness (C), ﬂux-
boosting factor (B) and positional errors (D)a tdifferent threshold cuts for
our two ﬁelds.
RCB D (arcsec)
LH
3.0σ 48 per cent 29 per cent 1.47 2.90
3.5σ 56 per cent 46 per cent 1.31 2.85
4.0σ 62 per cent 65 per cent 1.21 2.79
SXDF
3.0σ 50 per cent 36 per cent 1.45 2.89
3.5σ 63 per cent 57 per cent 1.28 2.73
4.0σ 73 per cent 76 per cent 1.18 2.57
we have conservatively considered only those sources that are also
found in two independent reductions, our so-called consensus list
(whichwillbediscussedinfuturepapers).Thisineffectmeansthat,
for sources of modest signiﬁcance in the range 3–3.5σ,w eonly
Table4. Numberofsourcesat850µmgreaterthantheS/Ncutused
in the source-extraction procedure. Note the steep negative slope.
Numbers in brackets are the estimated number of statistically spuri-
ous sources assuming Gaussian noise.
S/N N(>S/N) Lockman N(>S/N) SXDF
1.0 1773 (1530) 1372 (1128)
2.0 648 (220) 524 (162)
3.0 98 (13) 106 (10)
3.5 46 (2.25) 40 (1.66)
4.0 24 (0.3) 16 (0.2)
5.0 6 (0) 4 (0)
6.0 2 (0) 2 (0)
6.5 1 (0) 1 (0)
Median 1σ noise 2.28mJy 2.14mJy
at 850µm
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 SHADES survey design 577
consider those that are reproduced in all four reductions undertaken
so far.
In the Lockman Hole East map, 69 sources have been identiﬁed
withS/N3ofwhich47haveS/N3.5.IntheSXDF,61sources
have been identiﬁed with S/N  3, of which 53 have S/N  3.5.
Thus, with 40 per cent of the data taken, SHADES has produced a
sample of 100 sources at 850µm with S/N  3.5.
TheimpliedsurfacedensityofsourceswithS/N3σ istherefore
653 ± 57 sources deg−2. The error on the estimated source density
is calculated using the Poisson error on the data (i.e. the number
of sources observed), corrected for the area considered. The source
density is likely to be an underestimate since parts of the maps have
only been covered by a single chop at this time and consequently
have a higher noise level. However, the uncorrected source den-
sity is consistent with a surface density of point sources more than
sufﬁcient for the science goals described in this paper.
Fig. 9 shows the S/N histogram of the new maps. A Gaussian
can be ﬁtted to the S/N data, though at high S/Nl evels an excess
above this ﬁt shows there are real sources in the map. This is seen
to be the case with the SXDF observations; in the Lockman Hole,
the effect of the combination of the deep strip (at one chop throw
only) and the noisier edges is evident from the higher excess of
pixels at higher S/N compared to the SXDF. The Lockman Hole
deep strip has one chop throw only, so we also see an excess at
large negative S/N due to the sidelobes of the sources in this deep
strip.ThisnegativeexcessisalsopresentintheSXDFmaps,butata
muchlowerlevelbecauseourchopstrategydeliberatelyreducesthe
chop holes (see Fig. 5). If there were no sources in the map, the plot
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Figure 9. S/N histograms of the point-source-ﬁltered SHADES maps, with a Gaussian ﬁt to the data plotted as a dashed line. The noise levels are derived
from the bolometer readouts using the methodology described in Section 4.2, which are used in the map-making (Section 4.5) and source-extraction (Section
5.1) procedures. Top left-hand panel: Lockman Hole 850-µm map – mean −0.01, variance 1.07. Top right-hand panel: Lockman Hole 450-µm map – mean
−0.01, variance 1.02. Bottom:Left SXDF 850-µm map – mean −0.04, variance 1.15. Bottom left-hand panel: SXDF 450-µm map – mean −0.00, variance
1.11. Note the very close ﬁt to the data at 450µm and the excess S/Na t8 5 0µm.
should follow the Gaussian shape. Instead, it is possible to see the
statistical detections at higher S/Na sa ne xcess of pixels with that
S/N, especially at 850µm. Also, assuming Gaussian random noise,
wewouldexpecttoﬁnd0.62percentofthesurveybeamstocontain
spurious detections at the 2.5σ level. This would mean that if there
were no real sources in the map, we would expect to see a total of
about 60 spurious sources in the Lockman Hole maps so far, and
44 spurious sources in the SXDF assuming a beam size of 14arcsec
at 850µm. Instead we detect approximately 270 source candidates
at 2.5σ in the Lockman Hole map and 250 source candidates in
the SXDF map. We have extended this analysis to other σ cuts in
Table 4.
6.2 Comparison with the 8-mJy survey
A reanalysis of the 8-mJy survey Lockman Hole East data was car-
riedoutinordertotestthenewpipeline.Ofthe21publishedsources
at greater than 3.5σ (Scott et al. 2002), 4 (LE850.9, 10, 15 and 20)
were rejected by Ivison et al. (2002) because they have σ 850 >
3mJy. This leaves 17. Of these, 12 were found using the new anal-
ysis method. Of the 12 8-mJy survey sources with S/N greater than
3.5 that have been reproduced, two lack a radio ID (LE850.4 and
11). The possible implications of this were outlined in Section 2.1.
For those sources reproduced, Table 5 shows the S/No fthe
source in the new reduction. For those sources not reproduced,
the S/Na tthe position of the original 8-mJy survey ‘detection’ is
shown.
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Figure 10. A simulation of Eddington bias for a sample of 10000 sources
with 1σ equal to one ﬂux unit. Although ﬂux boosting does occur for a
fraction of the simulated sources, the actual sources detected between 3σ
and 3.5σ vary between individual observations because of the random ef-
fect of the noise. Of the 10000 sources simulated here, ∼2600 were found
with S/N between 3σ and 3.5σ in the ﬁrst and/or second observations,
but only 535 were found with S/Ni nthe range 3σ–3.5σ in the ﬁrst ob-
servation and >3σ in the second. Therefore, when applying a signiﬁcance
threshold, the lower-signiﬁcance source lists derived from each observation
are markedly different, despite the fact that both observations yield clearly
consistent Eddington-biased source counts.
Of the sources previously detected between 3 and 3.5σ, only two
havebeenconﬁrmedaspeaksintheS/Ndistribution,andonesource
has positive ﬂux at the position with S/No fgreater than 3. Extra
chop data in the area have conﬁrmed one source at a signiﬁcance
level greater than 3.5σ (LE850.29).
Only one of the nine missing sources originally found at a signif-
icance level greater than 3.5σ has a robust radio identiﬁcation. This
is source LE850.6, which has been resolved into two sources, but
neither of the new peaks lies within 7arcsec of the original source
position. Note that further analysis of the Ivison et al. (2002) radio
identiﬁcations in the Lockman Hole was carried out by Greve et al.
(2004) and their results are used here. Source LE850.13 has been
lost using this data-reduction method and does not return when all
six chop data are added to the region.
OnepossibilityisthatthemissingScottetal.(2002)sourceswere
spurious, perhaps due to weak bolometer noise spikes that escaped
clipping in the earlier analysis. However, this cannot be the whole
explanation since there is a weak positive signal in the positions of
the missing sources [as quoted by (Scott et al. 2002); see Table 5]
in our reﬁned reanalysis.
One other possibility that could lead to apparently spurious
sources, in the sense that the sources seem to be non-repeatable,
is Eddington bias (Eddington 1913). This bias, sometimes con-
fused with Malmquist bias (Teerikorpi 1997), describes a feature
of observing a population of objects above a given ﬂux limit with
an egative-sloping source count. Random errors in the ﬂux mea-
surements of the objects can systematically alter the source counts
measuredabovetheﬂuxlimit,suchthatmoresourceshavetheirﬂux
densities boosted above the ﬂux limit, than those that fall below the
limit. This makes there appear to be more sources close to the ﬂux
limit than in the true population, the effect being more pronounced
for lower S/N thresholds. A simulation of this effect on 10000
sources can be seen in Fig. 10. When observations are repeated,
different sources are boosted above the ﬂux limit while others again
dropbelowtheﬂuxlimit.Thenumberofsourcesobservedineachof
Table 5. The S/No fthe sources using the new data-reduction soft-
ware,appliedtothe8-mJysurveydataonly.TheS/Nquotedisofthe
source that corresponds to the old source (less than 7arcsec from the
original 8-mJy survey source). Radio identiﬁcations are from Greve
et al. (2004) and selected such that the probability that an apparent
radio-source identiﬁcation could be the result of chance is p < 0.05.
Of the nine sources in the original S/N 3.5 list that have now been
lost, four have already been rejected by Ivison et al. (2002) as likely
reduction artefacts or seriously ﬂux-boosted sources extracted from
the high-noise regions of the original 8-mJy maps (LE850.9, 10, 15
and 20, marked by an asterisk). Source LE850.6 has been resolved
into two blended sources, but does not strictly have a peak within
7arcsec of the original source. The new sources found from our re-
ductionarenamedwiththepreﬁxLE850.M,anddonotappearinthe
current consensus lists. Not listed here are the eight sources found
by our algorithm that do appear in the consensus reduction.
8-mJy source 8-mJy S/NN e w S /N Radio ID?
LE850.1 8.1 8.0 Yes
LE850.2 5.2 5.1 Yes
LE850.3 5.1 3.9 Yes
LE850.4 5.0 5.1 No
LE850.5 4.6 2.0 No
LE850.6 4.5 2.8 Yes
LE850.7 4.5 4.0 Yes
LE850.8 4.4 3.8 Yes
LE850.9  4.2 0.8 No
LE850.10  4.2 1.5 No
LE850.11a 4.1 4.3 No
LE850.12 4.0 4.3 Yes
LE850.13 3.7 1.4 No
LE850.14 3.6 5.2 Yes
LE850.15  3.6 1.8 No
LE850.16 3.6 4.3 Yes
LE850.17 3.5 1.3 No
LE850.18 3.5 4.2 Yes
LE850.19 3.5 1.7 No
LE850.20  3.5 0.2 No
LE850.21 3.5 4.0 Yes
LE850.27 3.4 3.3 N/A
LE850.29 3.3 4.7 N/A
LE850.32 3.2 3.2 N/A
LE850.M1 – 3.88 Yes
LE850.M2 – 3.77 ?
LE850.M3 – 3.73 N/A
LE850.M4 – 3.51 N/A
aSource rejected in Ivison et al. (2002) for its high noise value but
considered robust here.
the ﬁrst and second observations with a S/Ni nthe range 3–3.5σ is
∼2600, but the number of sources with S/Ni nthe range 3–3.5σ in
theﬁrstobservationand>3σ insecondisonly535.Inthisway,itis
possible to have up to 80 per cent of the 3–3.5σ sources not appear-
inginbothsamples.This80percentismadeupofthosesourcesthat
areﬂuxboostedintheﬁrstobservationandnotinthesecond,orvice
versa,anditwillhappenevenifallthe3σ–3.5σ listsare100percent
reliable. By reanalysing the noise in the 8-mJy survey maps, we
have reweighted the observations, and effectively resampled the
noise, although the effect will probably be smaller than that shown
in Fig. 10 because the raw data are the same and it is the dominant
sky noise that has been remeasured. This might explain why the
lower signiﬁcance 3σ–3.5σ source lists from the 8-mJy survey data
C   2005 The Authors. Journal compilation C   2005 RAS, MNRAS 363, 563–580
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reduction and the SHADES data reduction contain only three
sources in common.
15new3.5σ sourceshavebeenidentiﬁedusingthenewsource-
extractionmethodinthe8-mJysurveyarea,ofwhichonlysevenare
not also in the consensus lists. Three of these 15 have noise greater
than 3mJy. One of the new sources in the consensus list was ﬁrst
reported in full detail in Serjeant et al. (2004) with two possible
Spitzer detections, which agree strongly with the radio identiﬁca-
tions presented there. Although not detected at 450 and 1200µm,
weak positive signals of 1.6σ and 1.8σ have been found at this
source position in both maps. The four sources not in the consensus
list and with noise less than 3mJy are listed in Table 5.
Afuturepaperwillperformadetailedcomparisonofthepipelines
over all the SHADES area, that is, not just restricted to the 8-mJy
Lockman Hole Field.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND SURVEY PROGRESS
To 2004 February, the SHADES areas covered a region of
720arcmin2 (approximately 40 per cent of the total expected area)
using 1843 individual jiggle maps that have been observed over 139
nights during the period 1998 March–2004 February.
Source extraction from these maps indicates at least 653 ±
57 sources deg−2 having S/N >3a t850µmi nthese survey ﬁelds
(uncorrected for Eddington bias), consistent with a surface density
of point sources more than sufﬁcient for the science goals described
in this paper.
This paper has outlined the SHADES survey goals, data-taking
anddata-reductionstrategies,aspartofwhichanewSCUBAreduc-
tionpipelinehasbeendevelopedusing IDL,baseduponthereduction
pipeline used for the 8-mJy survey. A test of this data-reduction and
source-extraction method was made by comparing the new maps
with the sources extracted from the original 8-mJy survey Lockman
Hole East maps that form a subset of the SHADES maps. Of the 17
more secure (3.5σ) sources in the 8-mJy survey, 12 have been re-
conﬁrmed,ofwhich10haveradioidentiﬁcations.13newcandidate
sources with S/N  3.5 and (σ 850 < 3.5mJy) have been identi-
ﬁed using the new data-reduction method, nine of which appear in
the consensus between other reductions, which will be discussed in
future papers.
A full presentation and analysis of the submm source counts de-
rived from the interim SHADES maps discussed here will be pre-
sented in a separate paper. This paper will also compare the results
of the data-reduction and source-extraction described here, with the
outcomeofthreefurtherindependentreductions/extractionscarried
out at IfA Edinburgh, INAOE Mexico, and UBC Vancouver.
The SHADES consortium maintains a public web page at
http://www.roe.ac.uk/ifa/shades/.
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